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Put

Put the words from the exercise above (in the right form) into the
sentences. You will not need all the words.
1. The police ......................................... him and took him to the police station.
2. There was a great panic on board when the passengers learnt that terrorists
.................................. the plane.
3. They had some compromising information from the politician´s private life
and they tried to .......................................him.
4. The ..................................... gave a verdict : five years in prison.
5. The policemen clapped ................................. around his wrist and squeezed
him into the police car.
6. He was accused of .................................... as he deliberately set fire on his
neighbour´s house.
7. The millionaire´s children were ..................................... and the criminals
asked for a ............................... of 5 million crowns in cash.
8. As she committed only a minor offence she was sentenced to
.................................... sweeping streets and cleaning parks.
9. When the police arrived at the crime scene, they immediately started looking
for .............................. such as fingerprints or the murderer´s DNA sample.
10. Heaps of fake money was found in their flat so they were accused of
....................................
11. He started to plan his escape from jail with other ..................................
12. He is now waiting in the death row. He was given the highest possible
punishment – the .....................................
13. The police ............................................ him for hours but he still hasn´t spilt
the beans.
14. The police have finally caught the murderer and he was put in
..................................
15. During the ....................................... , which took several months, he did not
show any remorse whatsoever for what he had done.
16. He was charged with ................................ of an 18-year old girl.
17. At the beginning of the trial he denied committing the crime but finally he
........................................
18. The inmates bribed the ................................. and he smuggled some cigarettes
into their cells.
19. The ...................................., which consisted of eleven people, had to decide
whether the accused was guilty or innocent.
20. ................................... is a crime of lying in a court of law after having
taken an oath not to lie.
21.......................................... is a false statement written in a book or a magazine
damaging someone´s reputation.

Teacher´s notes :
Crime and punishment :
If possible laminate the cards and cut them out. Students work in pairs
and put the cards face down on their desks. Then in turns they turn the
cards over and try to explain the word to their partner. If their partner
guesses the word, s/he can keep the card. The winner is the person with
more cards.
Answers :
1. arrested
2. hijacked
3. blackmail
4. judge
5. handcuffs
6. arson
7. kidnapped, ransom
8. community service
9. clues
10.forgery
11.inmates
12. death penalty
13. have been investigating
14. jail
15.trial
16. rape
17.pleaded guilty
18.prison warden
19.jury
20. perjury
21. libel

